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Hamilton: From Assassination to Expulsion: Two Years of Distrust, Hostility

from assassination to expulsion
two years of distrust hostility
and violence
marshall hamilton

the

murders of joseph and hyrum smith on june 27 1844
marked the beginning of the end of the presence of the latter day
saints in illinois conflict with their neighbors had begun three years
before I but even after the murders of the church leaders it was by
no means a foregone conclusion on all sides that the smiths deaths
would mean the departure of their followers As one scholar puts it
mormons from
one should avoid viewing the final expulsion of the cormons
hancock county as the inexorable effect of the killings 2 although
in some minds no other alternative ever became acceptable
this article deals with the movements and countermovements
undertaken by the latter day saints and by their neighbors from the
time of the smiths assassination until the day a little over two
years later when the last party of church members left nauvoo
illinois those movements are chronicled in the media and public
records of the day especially in the pro mormon newspapers
published at nauvoo and in the anti mormon press at warsaw
illinois twelve miles downriver
down river from nauvoo one wonders whether
the eventual outcome of the conflict between the latter day saints
and their neighbors might have been different if the saints had been
more successful at what we now call external communications
although the saints might have left nauvoo eventually of their own
choice could the expulsion of the church as a body have been
avoided seeking answers to these questions suggests lessons that
members of modern belief driven organizations might learn from
mormons about dealing with outsiders
the experiences of nauvoo cormons
or opponents
1
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within days after the assassinations of joseph and hyrum
mormons
cormons
cormons had published extra
nons and the anti mormons
smith both the mon
newspaper issues describing the killings and offering opinions on
what the future held in warsaw two days after the assassinations
thomas sharps warsaw signal issued an extra that included the
following editorial our opinion is that either the old citizens or
cormons must leave the county cannot be quieted until the
the mormons
expulsion of one or the other is effected 1 I3 one day later a crew at
john taylors nauvoo neighbor got out an extra edition which
included the following advice attributed to willard richards the
mormons will
people of the county are greatly excited and fear the cormons
come out and take vengeance 1I have pledged my word the
mormons will stay at home as soon as they can be informed and no
cormons
violence will be on their part and say to my brethren in nauvoo in
the name of the lord be still be patient 4
mormons
mon
nons in
in the days just after the smiths deaths non cormons
hancock county expected a general attack all over the country in
retaliation for the killings 5 thomas ford the governor of illinois
had been in nauvoo at the time of the attack on the jail rumors flew
that he was besieged in a house in nauvoo so a force of over two
hundred men set out by steamboat from quincy to nauvoo to rescue
him however governor ford while initially fearful himself
mormons had been represented to him as a
especially since the cormons
lawless infatuated and fanatical people not governed by the
ordinary motives which influence the rest of mankind soon tried
to maintain order he countermanded the march to hancock of at
least two overly eager state militia units in the neighborhood and
he tried to keep informed about events in hancock from a listening
post in quincy 6
in nauvoo the saints initial reaction was grief in the extra
published three days after the assassinations along with the plea
from willard richards the editorial staff included a reassurance to
the governor that intentions were peaceful we assure the governor if he can manage human butchers he has nothing to fear from
armless timid and law abiding latter day saints 7 the following
day the nauvoo city council met and resolved to discourage
private revenge by nauvoo residents 8 later in a sunday church
meeting held a week and a half after the killings W W phelps read
with approval to the congregation an angry letter written by
governor ford to a group of avowed anti cormons
mormons
Mor mons 9 church leaders
seemed intent on controlling the anger of individual members
114
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and
on ensuring that the saints reaction would not be violent
andon
they tried to assure church members that state power would protect
their interests
among the anti mormons
cormons however no effort to control anger
or thwart violence was exerted calls for expulsion of the church
had been heard before the anti mormon party a political group
had been running candidates for public office since 1841 when
nauvoos
Nau voos population grew to the point that the saints controlled
mormons had begun to call for their
local elections the anti cormons
mormons was thomas
expulsion 10 one of the leaders of the anti cormons
sharp the publisher and editor of the warsaw signal
the signal missed its usual publication date the day before the
killings most likely because its editor was busy with the intrigues
on
at carthage but a special issue was published donjune
onjune
june 29 it includes
a useful compilation of documents issued in the days leading up to
the assassinations letters and agreements between governor ford
and church leaders sharp also provided a chronology of the events
of the week after giving his editorial opinion that the saints must
leave he recorded that the nauvoo legions small arms and cannon
had been taken from them thereby pointing out to his readers the
vulnerability of nauvoo
A public meeting whose attendees called themselves the
warsaw committee of safety was called in warsaw sharp was
cormons
designated to draft a letter to governor ford urging the mormons
Mormons
expulsion the letter which was hand carried to ford in quincy
mormons
Mormons previous expulsion from
reviews with approval the cormons
missouri and says that expulsion from illinois would be not only a
14measure
measure of wise expediency but one of absolute necessity the
saints in nauvoo were charged with murder arson and theft against
non mormon neighbors with abusing the forms of justice in order
to free mormon criminals with building an unwarranted military
force that had no legitimate defensive purpose and with using
mormon votes to bargain shamelessly for favors from corrupt
cormons
politicians these four themes were elaborated by anti mormons
over the next two years
pervasive accusations against the latter day saints of criminal
behavior particularly theft characterize the anti mormon press
throughout the illinois period of church history such accusations
mormons to justify the repression
were a major tool of the anti cormons
thenh
theft were used
or expulsion of the church in fact the charges of thenn
explicitly to persuade the public who were at a distance from hancock
14
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county that expulsion was merely the last resort of a long suffering
group of victims of mormon thievery 12
the accusations of theft suggest a fertile area for further
research into the nauvoo era the church generally either denied
the accusations13
accusations13 or minimized the presence of thieves among the
cormons continue to accept the accusations
saints 14 while anti mormons
as true 15 during the period following the assassinations of joseph
warsam
warsaw
and hyrum smith those accusations were redoubled the wansaw
kalsaw
signal included articles headed mormon thieves in eight of
the fourteen issues published from september 18 1844 until
the end of the year 16 beginning on christmas day 1844 and running for several weeks into 1845 17 sharp included a special column
Stea lings rendered in ornate
heading with the words mormon stealings
steadings
block lettering followed by a quotation from the mormon book
of doctrine and covenants 18 which purported to justify thefts
cormons
from non mormons
cormons were one reason goveraccusations of theft by the mormons
nor ford left carthage for nauvoo on the day the prophet and his
brother were murdered the purported thefts were also used to
justify a proposed encampment of independent companies of militia
near warsaw to be held on october 261844 this encampment was
quickly dubbed a wolf hunt by its organizers it was understood
cormons and non mormons
cormons alike that the wolves to be sought
by mormons
were alleged mormon thieves 19
church members were of course extremely worried about the
1120
20
wolf hunt 7120
for his part governor ford was convinced the only
purpose of the proposed encampment was to expel or to murder
mormons
cormons
mons the governor called out the state militia to assist him in
Mor
suppressing the encampment the militia then marched with a force
under general hardin to hancock county fords posse proved to
cormons although ford could round up
be too much for the anti mormons
cormons thought
a force of only about two hundred men the anti mormons
better of their plans and cancelled the wolf hunt 21
the validity of the accusations of theft by church members is
open to some doubt but there is no question that the period from
the death of joseph and hyrum to the departure of the latter day
saints was a time of considerable lawlessness in the environs of
hancock county five church members in an outlying community
were arrested for larceny in february 1845 22 and two men were
murdered in lee county iowa in may 1845 2321 in june the father of
the two suspects in the iowa murders was killed in nauvoo 2421 and
1118
2218

1121
2121
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on july 4 another murder took place on an island in the mississippi 2515
onjuly
later a man was accidentally shot and killed near the temple
if 26
itself
apparently through careless gunfire in the city itse
with the increase in lawlessness the year 1845 was a difficult
one for hancock county sheriffs in june minor deming a church
member who was elected to the office in august 1844 just after the
martyrdom shot and killed samuel marshall an anti mormon
county court clerk 27 deming claimed self defense but he was
indicted for murder and he resigned the office before he could
come to trial deming died of fever 28
demings replacement as sheriff jacob backenstos was also
involved in a killing only weeks after taking office backenstos a
non mormon who was known as a friend of the saints was present
at the killing of frank worrell who had commanded the guard on
duty at carthage jail when joseph and hyrum were murdered 29
backenstos was among those indicted for this murder but was
10
acquitted in a trial held at peoria 30
curiously even while under
indictment backenstos continued to act as sheriff his alleged part
mormons
in the killing of worrell earned backenstos the anti cormons
hatred which continued even after he left the county to serve in the
mexican war 31
the only topic sure to stir up more heated discussion than
lawlessness in hancock county was local politics As previously
mormons were so frustrated with the growing
mentioned non cormons
number of mormon voters that they formed a political party to
try to elect non mormon county officers one problem the old
citizens faced was alien franchise allowed by the 1818 illinois
constitution section 27 the latter day saints were quite successful
in encouraging british converts to immigrate to nauvoo and the law
allowed new residents to vote immediately upon arrival one
scholar in analyzing the political status of nauvoo notes that the
mormons
mon
exercise of their franchise brought the cormons
nons many enemies but
32
few friends 1132
the first local election after the martyrdom was scheduled for
just forty days after the assassination initially the saints planned not
to participate in the election but eventually a political meeting was
held in nauvoo and in the election all the mormon backed
candidates won As the signal glumly put it though the winning
mormons in name all are yet so in heart one
candidates are not all cormons
of the representatives babbit is a mormon the coroner is a mormon
but has not the courage to say so and as for the ballance sic we
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mormons than either of them 33 other anti
would sooner trust cormons
mormons were equally disappointed 34
cormons
despite the presence of representative almon babbitt in the
1844 45 session of the illinois state legislature the house and
senate took up the repeal of the nauvoo city charter the anti
mormons believed that the charter repeal would help to solve two
cormons
problems 1 mormon use of the nauvoo city court system to defeat
writs and warrants issued by courts outside of nauvoo and 2 the
existence of the nauvoo legion a militia force reported to number
about three thousand men 3531
the bill for repeal of the nauvoo charter was introduced in
senator john
early december 1844 by senatorjohn
rjohn henry 366 As debate proceeded
Senato
on the repeal motion hancock sheriff deming committed a serious
blunder one of the senators jacob cunningham davis was among
those indicted for the murders of joseph and hyrum smith 37 at the
time of the indictment the defendants and prosecution had made
an agreement that no attempt would be made to arrest the
defendants prior to the may 1845 term of the circuit court notwith
norwith
standing that agreement arrest warrants were issued in november
for all nine defendants sheriff deming acting on one of the
warrants went to springfield and tried to arrest davis on the floor
of the state senate demings action which violated daviss legislative immunity infuriated the state assembly and undoubtedly hurt
the prospects for retaining the nauvoo charter in force 388 the charter
was in fact repealed on january 29 1845
the next local election in august 1845 also saw the mormon
mormons made little effort to affect
vote carry every office the anti cormons
the result and the nauvoo neigbborcommented
neighbor commerced the people knew
how to act and acted 39
by the election of august 1846 the prospect that there would
be any mormon votes at all in hancock county prompted a near
mormons was
outbreak of civil war in earlyjune
early june a meeting of anti cormons
held in carthage calling for the remaining church members to leave
nauvoo 40 by that time thousands of saints were on the march in
iowa and one observer found nauvoo desolate houses empty and
inhabitants gone prairies deserted of cattle & people 41 the anti
mormons sent a delegation to nauvoo and many of the remaining
cormons
saints fled in the face of these threats
by this time a new group of people was involved in nauvoo
cormons bought property
civic affairs the new citizens these non mormons
1139

1141
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from the exiled saints and were living in nauvoo the old citizens
of the anti mormon camp reportedly whipped some new citizens
who refused to join in driving the remaining latter day saints out of
12
mormons gathered nearly six hundred men in an
town 42
the anti cormons
11
sheriff backenstos
encampment about six miles from nauvoo 43
came to nauvoo to organize the residents for a defense of the
mormons not anticipating resistance lost their taste
city the anti cormons
for attack and the encampment with its threat of violence and
civil war dissolved
mormons did not want any of the saints to vote
still the anti cormons
in the august election and they continued to harass those remaining in july a few church members were whipped by a group of
mormons were left
thirty men for being troublemakers 44 very few cormons
to vote in the election and the outcome was much more to the anti
mormons
cormons
Mor mons liking 45
mormonsliking
cormons
it seems clear however that despite the non mormons
resentment of what they considered to be crime perpetrated by
church members and despite frustration at the inability to win
elective office some catalyst was required some call to action to
cause the actual expulsion of the saints that call was provided by
thomas sharp through his newspaper the warsaw signal
sharp had provided a similar call to action before he is
perhaps best known among latter day saints for his stirring call to
16
arms after the destruction of the nauvoo expositor in june 1844 46
in
joseph and hyrum
the immediate aftermath of the assassination of ofjoseph
sharp continued his extremist rhetoric as evidenced by the call for
the expulsion of the saints and his role as spokesman for the warsaw
committee of safety 47
during the summer of 1844 it had become increasingly evident
that sharp would himself be indicted for the murder of the smiths
not because evidence placed him at carthage jail but because he
had incited others in his newspaper and especially in his speeches
to go there As that prospect loomed sharp let up on his claim that
the killings were completely justified that claim was based on a
theory of community self defense which sharp elaborated at
length in the signal 48 and on his claim that the execution of the
smiths was actually the fulfillment of the verdict of thousands
19
superior even to the verdict of a panel of only twelve peers 49
instead of pursuing those claims sharp took increased pains
to describe the thievery of church members and the uncertain nature
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of the saintsvoting
saints voting to make the case that the saints were undesirable
neighbors the level of his vehemence did not change but the topics
of discussion did 50
although sharp was the principal catalyst inciting non
mormons to urge expulsion of the church it should be noted that
cormons
he was not guilty of everything attributed to him by latter day saints
nauvoo neighbor
then or by some current scholars for example the nauvooneighbor
1844 reprinted a letter that had originally appeared
of november 13
131844
151844
in the illinois state register claiming that sharp had published an
anti masonic paper in upstate new york that he had invented the
antimasonic
tamms
and jach
terms jack mason andjack
jack mormon to describe non
nonadherents
tarns
andrack
adherents who
nevertheless advanced the goals of the organization and that he was
the mouthpiece for a group of warsaw real estate speculators none
of these statements about sharp is true although they still occasionally
find their way into otherwise careful studies
how did church leaders react to charges of lawlessness and
political chicanery and to sharps drumbeat of expulsion the first
order of business for the remaining leaders was to assure succession
in the church to keep the organization alive just fifteen days after
the martyrdom a council was held among church leaders in
nauvoo most of the quorum of twelve had not yet returned to
nauvoo to discuss the establishment of a new trustee in trust for
the church to replace joseph smith 51 such concerns for the very
reluctance
survival of the organization help explain church leaders
leadersreluctance
mentioned previously to hold a political meeting that summer
on august 8 the famous conference on succession was held
which finally settled leadership of the church on the quorum of the
twelve the next day the twelve met to appoint trustees for the
church 52 with those details cleared up there remained challenges
by sidney rigdon lyman wight and james strang to be dealt with
although time became available to consider how the church should
interact with their neighbors and with civil authorities
church leaders decided early on to rely on their own forces
rather than legal authority to protect the interests of church
members reports of the planned wolf hunt were received in
nauvoo on friday september 13 1844 on the following monday
the church publicly dedicated ground for an arsenal 5351 when the
governors forces came to nauvoo seeking volunteers for a posse to
visit warsaw to prevent the wolf hunt the saints declined to
participate at the same time church leaders continued to fill
vacancies in the organization of the nauvoo legion 5451
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by spring 1845 church leaders had decided to ignore as much
as possible the civil court system since the repeal of the nauvoo
charter there was no police force authorized in nauvoo by the
april 1845 general conference the saints had begun to employ a
whistling and whittling brigade to unnerve outsiders and discourcormons from coming to nauvoo 55
age non mormons
john taylor speaking at a sunday church meeting announced
that the saints should resist gentile non mormon processes 56
about the same time the leaders decreed that men for whom writs
had been issued should go on missions to avoid service church
leaders actually wanted to align themselves with the legal government but they saw the issuance of warrants as an attempt by
cormons to drive a wedge between the saints and the state by
anti mormons
not allowing church leaders to stand trial or be imprisoned they
hoped to avoid the appearance that the state and the church were
on opposite sides of the issue 57 unfortunately this policy intended
to promote church interests produced the opposite effect it
cormons including the editor
convinced some uncommitted non mormons
18
of the state register in springfield that the church was lawless 58
in may church members except those required to go to court
as witnesses or jurors avoided going to the trial of joseph smiths
accused assassins the verdict of innocent reached after two and
a half hours of jury deliberations
deliberations was met with a shrug in nauvoo
john taylors neighbor commented that the saints would refer the
case to god for a righteous judgment 59 four weeks later when the
trial for hyrum smiths murder was dismissed for want of prosecu
prosect
pfosecu
tion the neighbor ignored the proceedings entirely As the saints
completed work on their temple they seemed to ignore earthly
institutions their expected endowment from on high caused them
to assume an other worldly perspective the last shingles were
nailed on the temple roof on august 13 1845 60
As the year 1845 wore on the saints
temporal situation became
saintstemporal
more and more tenuous on august 11 with the endorsement of the
nauvoo neighbor jacob backenstos became county sheriff in a
mormons
special election within a month of his election the anti cormons
met in a schoolhouse near the southern border of the county to
discuss problems some had experienced in executing civil judgments against church members during the meeting shots were
fired into the school building by persons unknown 61 although no
cormons resolved to take revenge on the
one was injured the anti mormons
saints for the shooting a move that led to near civil war conditions
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in hancock county A small latter day saint settlement called
morleys
Mor
leys settlement or yelrome from morley spelled backwards
morless
was nearby at lima in adams county the day after the shooting
cormons collected en masse
incident at the schoolhouse the anti mormons
leys and burned houses to the ground apparently after
Mor
at morleys
morless
residents were warned to vacate estimates of the number of houses
burned vary widely sharp admits two or three houses burned 62
thomas gregg says that two mormon cabins were burned the first
night and that within a week the whole of morley town was in
ashes 6361 the nauvoo neighbor states eight houses and three
outbuildings
out
buildings were destroyed the first day and forty four buildings
within the first three days the neighbor also claims that the
cormons
provocative shots had been a ruse actually fired by anti mormons
to provide a pretext for future violence 64
newly elected sheriff backenstos responded by issuing a
proclamation reciting the illinois law against arson and commanding
rioters and other peace breakers to desist forthwith disperse and
go to their homes 65 opponents dismissed the proclamation as
166
very exaggerated 66
backenstos called all law abiding citizens to
serve as a posse comitatus but he was unable to stop the burning
it was at this time that frank worrell was shot outside of warsaw
further elevating the almost fever pitch of emotion in the county
cormons to
cormons turned their attention briefly from mormons
anti mormons
cormons who adcormons non mormons
those they considered jack mormons
vanced the interests of the saints warsaw postmaster E A bedell
was threatened by a group outside his home he left through a back
door and paddled across the river to iowa in a canoe in carthage

the county treasurer and county recorder who had been elected to
office with mormon support received warnings to leave town
the next day september 16 sheriff backenstos rode into
carthage with an armed force to remove his family from their home
as they had also been subjected to threats 67 on september 17 the
warsaw signal featured a call to arms in the wake of worrells
killing including the observation that worrell had been one of our
best men 68 the call to arms must have been eerily reminiscent of
the similar call in an issue of the signal fifteen months before
when the call to arms inflamed emotion throughout the county
and helped lead to the killing of joseph and hyrum smith 69
after sharps call to fight the civil war heated up on friday
september 19 backenstos went to carthage with an armed force and
occupied the courthouse many of the reported four hundred armed
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men accompanying the sheriff were latter day saints 7 0 rumors
spread that the saints had taken four prisoners away to nauvoo 71
backenstos led a search through carthage for weapons seizing
mormons and requiring passes for anyone trying to
them from anti cormons
enter or leave carthage 72
naturally such activity in hancock county caused consternation throughout the region and the state on monday september 22
a public meeting was held in quincy at which many of adams
countys
Coun
tys leading citizens gathered to search for an end to the
countes
hostilities 73 the meeting became known as the quincy committee
and eventually played a leading role in producing a ceasefire
cease fire
governor ford in springfield worked on assembling a force of
militiamen to restore order and he issued a proclamation warning
71
all other outsiders to stay out of hancock county 74
the quincy committee wrote the church asking about its
intentions brigham young responded with a conciliatory letter
explaining that the latter day saints wished only for peace and that
they planned to leave nauvoo as soon as proper arrangements could
be made 7571
it took until sunday september 28 nine days after carthage
was commandeered by backenstoss posse for fords army under
general hardin to reach carthage and dismiss the occupying
posse 71 governor ford himself and other political leaders including
congressman stephen A douglas accompanied the state force
although the constitutional forces of law and order were
nearby brigham young decided to communicate with the ad hoc
quincy committee to defuse the situation the committee asked for
mormons would leave which the apostles
a written guarantee the cormons
provided on october 1 1845 in a famous letter promising to leave
when grass grows and water runs the next spring 77 the quincy
committee wrote back to the church the next day accepting the
11

churchs offer to leave 78
churche
although general hardin accepted the offer on october 3
cormons took a little more time hardin wrote
placating the anti mormons
them on october 6 one of the terms of the agreement was that
general hardin would designate a force to remain in hancock
county through the winter to enforce the peace 79
at regular october general conference sessions church lead
ers apprised the membership of the coming move at that conference committees were created to dispose of property left in
nauvoo 80 an uneasy peace settled over the county with three
110
810
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part of a story from the nauvoo neighbor november 19 1845 illustrating
how uneasy the negotiated peace was courtesy LDS church archives
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groups trying to coexist an armed force of occupation a group
preparing to move the next spring and another group unwilling to
believe the agreements reached between the other two
long before the agreement was reached the saints had been
investigating the possibility of at least partially leaving before his
death joseph sent lyman wight to investigate the possibility of
moving members to texas then a part of mexico in 1844 shortly
after the prophets death wight established a colony in texas with
about 150 saints but the rest of the church never joined this group
and the colony lasted only through 1857 81 As early as january 7
1845 the quorum of the twelve had discussed sending scouts west
to california 82 in april 1845 letters were sent to the president of the
united states and governors of all the states except illinois and
missouri asking their advice as to where to relocate the church 83
there is no evidence any useful advice was received in return
reports suggest that in september 1845 the council of fifty called
for fifteen hundred pioneers to go to the salt lake valley 84 so the
decision to depart nauvoo for a location west of the rockies did not
occur in a vacuum
As the winter of 1845 46 proceeded the church began
organizing their emigration companies at the same time warrants
were issued for brigham young and other church leaders on
charges of counterfeiting in december a federal marshal spent over
a week in nauvoo but was unable to find brigham 855
when reports surfaced in nauvoo that federal and state agents
might try to prevent the exodus the church decided to begin the
migration ahead of schedule the first wagons headed west on
february 4 1846 brigham young himself left on the fifteenth 86
by february 11 the warsaw signal reported that one thousand
mormons had left
cormons
by june 2 thomas bullock secretary to the twelve described
byjune
bajune
the country as desolate with nothing but empty houses 87 on the
second anniversary of the martyrdom bullock lamented that the
empty city contained little more than whorehouses and law
yers notwithstanding the efforts thousands had made to depart
nauvoo some latter day saints still remained in nauvoo As
mormons stepped up their harassdescribed previously the anti cormons
ment of the remaining church members in advance of the august
election with civil war being only narrowly averted
in early july a group of three or four church members hired
themselves out to work on a farm north of nauvoo they behaved
111

136
116

817
117

118
818
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mormons
obnoxiously and were accused of petty theft anti cormons
81
whipped them and sent them back to nauvoo 89
sharp later
described this act as tickling with the hickory 90 the saints and the
cormons who had
new citizens raised a posse and arrested two anti mormons
mormons responded by
participated in the vigilantism the anti cormons
taking five saints hostage finally an anti mormon deputy sheriff
called out a posse to go to nauvoo to arrest one figure in the incident
and the crisis seemed destined to escalate out of control 91
the citizens of nauvoo appealed to governor ford for military
force to restore order ford complied but withheld funds only
volunteers were sent to hancock finally on september 10 1846
a force of about seven hundred anti mormons
cormons faced off against a
group of about three hundred saints new citizens and state militia
12
volunteers 92
there followed a few days of skirmishing with the
battle of nauvoo a seventy five minute barrage of rifle and cannon
1846 93
fire occurring on saturday september 12
As they had done
93as
121846
the previous year the citizens of quincy acting once again as the
quincy committee agreed to mediate a solution A treaty was
negotiated with seven points paragraph five reads the mormon
population of the city to leave the state or disperse as soon as they
can cross the river 119494
mormons had at last achieved the goal they had set in
the anti cormons
mormons
mons those saints who
early june 1844 they had expelled the cormons
Mor
earlyjune
left under the september 1846 treaty were among the poorest
residents of nauvoo their suffering as the poor camp at montrose
91
iowa has taken on mythic proportions among their descendants 95
in my examination of the records of this two year period it
seems clear to me that the saints could not have prevented their
forcible expulsion by responding in more favorable ways to the
circumstances after the assassination of joseph and hyrum
this is not to say that the saints were blameless it is clear that
the decision announced in the spring of 1845 not to honor gentile
mormons since
process alienated some previously sympathetic non cormons
one
ong of the principal charges against the saints during joseph smiths
tenure as mayor of nauvoo was lack of respect for laws and judicial
proceedings from outside nauvoo it seems particularly naive for the
saints to have announced their intentions not to honor future writs
it could also be argued that the apostles should have responded
more effectively to the charges of thievery and political chicanery
because the anti mormon charges went unrefuted outside of
nauvoo those charges came to be widely accepted as true and as
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a result the saints claims of persecution were vitiated to a considerable extent in the minds of political leaders and the general public
cormons who were widely
there were also some among the mormons
believed to be guilty of many crimes whether or not they actually
were the hodges brothers for example who were hanged for a
double murder in lee county iowa in 1845 claimed to be
mormons
cormons
Mor mons another such church member was porter rockwell who
was widely thought to have pulled the trigger firing the shot that

killed frank worrell although sheriff backenstos was present and
Rock wells antics were
took the responsibility and political heat rockwells
rockwelll
well known in hancock county and he was greatly feared
on the other hand not everyone seems to have been willing
to accept anti mormon charges at face value governor ford for
example mocked the charges of mormon theft as groundless at a
time when he himself was concerned about his political standing 96
the saints responses to the murder of their leaders to the
revocation of their city charter to the acquittal of the alleged
assassins of the smiths and to the burnings at Mor
morleys
leys settlement
morless
appear to be exemplary the sort of turning the other cheek that
might be expected of a group calling themselves saints
mormons might have
however no matter how peaceful the cormons
mormons would not be mollified thomas sharp
been the anti cormons
mormons
appears to have been correct in saying that the anti cormons
resolved even before the killings to expel the saints and that nothing
changed that determination no population of church members
would be tolerated in the county even if it took a military force
with cannons to besiege the city and drive out the last thousand
poorest saints
what can the members of modern organizations who are under
attack learn from the expulsion of the saints from illinois it seems
clear that simply ignoring charges or addressing reputations
refutations only to
the organizations members will not be enough to defuse a threat
from a determined group of opponents such charges must be
refutations must be disseminated beyond the
refuted and the reputations
mormons developed their
organizations boundaries the anti cormons
arguments along four themes mormon lawlessness mormon disre
diere
spect for legal proceedings mormon militarism and corrupt politimormons
cal dealing by cormons
Mor
mons these themes were repeated again and
again but were never effectively challenged
in addition the latter day saints did not use established
channels to obtain redress of their grievances the letters of the
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twelve apostles to the US president and state governors betray a
ofnaivete
breathless kind of
naivete the same naivete shown time and again
by the saints throughout their early years in dealing with governwould have been more successful
ments this is not to say that they wouldhave
had they used more orthodox lobbying methods but a modem
organization might conclude from the nauvoo saints experience
that making up new ways of approaching civil authorities has a low
probability of success 97
among modem members of the church manybelieve
believe that the
many belleve
departure from nauvoo followed immediately upon the assassination of joseph smith when actually more than two years elapsed
unhistorical studies there
before the departure was complete even in inhistorical
historical
often seems to be confusion over the sequence of events perhaps
because terms are often confusing for example several different
events are sometimes called the battle of nauvoo and a group
named the quincy committeeplayed
committee played a role in settling potential civil
wars in two different years 1I hope this article will help dispel the
confusion and increase our understanding of and interest in those
turbulent times
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